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Synopsis

A Century of Invaluable Research! Remarkable in size, scope, and detail, the newest edition of "Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1601-1700," 6th edition, remains the most complete and trusted catalog of all coins from the 17th century. Invaluable for the serious collector, this grand reference is fully illustrated with more than 24,000 images and provides critical coin information to assist with identification features and values. A worldwide network of coin experts provides new discoveries, up-to-date pricing and meticulous analysis of the market in the continuing effort to ensure this vast volume is the finest single-source catalog available on the market. This reference features: Updated and vetted values for all coin listings More than 24,000 actual-size illustrations Substantial price changes for Austrian States, German States, Spain and Transylvania Key expansion to Italian States: Savoy, Sicily, and Venice Special auction quotes for many rare coinage types For the serious collector of 17th century coins, the "Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1601-1700," 6th edition, is the one tool you cannot afford to be without. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Customer Reviews

Comprehensive data on coins from 1601-1700 with mintage, prices, mints, rulers and photos.

Lots of priceless information cheap!
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